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Major Risks to Family Wealth

Will your accumulated assets be threatened by them?
Provided by Bruce Udell

All too often, family wealth fails to last. One generation builds a business – or even a fortune – and it is lost in
ensuing decades. Why does it happen, again and again?

An Executor Checklist
‑3
Often, families fall prey to serious money blunders. Classic
mistakes are made; changing times are not recognized.

An Estate Strategy for
Your Digital Assets‑4 Procrastination. This is not just a matter of failing to
plan, but also of failing to respond to acknowledged financial weaknesses.
As a hypothetical example, say there is a multimillionaire
named Alan. The named beneficiary of Alan’s six-figure
savings account is no longer alive. While Alan knows about
this financial flaw, knowledge is one thing, but action is
another. He realizes he should name another beneficiary,
but he never gets around to it. His schedule is busy, and
updating that beneficiary form is inconvenient.
Sadly, procrastination wins out in the end, and as the
account lacks a payable-on-death (POD) beneficiary, those
assets end up subject to probate. Then, Alan’s heirs find
out about other lingering financial matters that should
have been taken care of regarding his IRA, his real estate
holdings, and more.1
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Minimal or absent estate planning. Every year, there
are multimillionaires who die without leaving any instructions for the distribution of their wealth – not just
rock stars and actors, but also small business owners and
entrepreneurs. According to a recent Caring.com survey,
58% of Americans have no estate planning in place, not
even a basic will.2
Anyone reliant on a will alone risks handing the destiny of
their wealth over to a probate judge. The multimillionaire
who has a child with special needs, a family history of Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s, or a former spouse or estranged
children may need a greater degree of estate planning. If
they want to endow charities or give grandkids a nice start
in life, the same applies. Business ownership calls for coordinated estate planning and succession planning.
A finely crafted estate plan has the potential to perpetuate
and enhance family wealth for decades, and perhaps, generations. Without it, heirs may have to deal with probate
and a painful opportunity cost – the lost potential for
tax-advantaged growth and compounding of those assets.
The lack of a “family office.” Decades ago, the wealthiest American households included offices: a staff of
handpicked financial professionals who worked within a
mansion, supervising a family’s entire financial life. While

traditional “family offices” have disappeared, the concept is
as relevant as ever. Today, select wealth management firms
emulate this model: in an ongoing relationship distinguished by personal and responsive service, they consult
families about investments, provide reports, and assist in
decision-making. If your financial picture has become far
too complex to address on your own, this could be a wise
choice for your family.
Technological flaws. Hackers can hijack email and social
media accounts and send phony messages to banks, brokerages, and financial advisors to authorize asset transfers.
Social media can help you build your business, but it can
also expose you to identity thieves seeking to steal both
digital and tangible assets.
Sometimes a business or family installs a security system
that proves problematic – so much so that it is turned off
half the time. Unscrupulous people have ways of learning
about that, and they may be only one or two degrees separated from you.
No long-term strategy in place. When a family wants to
sustain wealth for decades to come, heirs have to understand the how and why. All family members have to be on
the same page, or at least, read that page. If family communication about wealth tends to be more opaque than
transparent, the mechanics and purpose of the strategy
may never be adequately explained.
No decision-making process. In the typical high net
worth family, financial decision-making is vertical and
top-down. Parents or grandparents may make decisions in
private, and it may be years before heirs learn about those
decisions or fully understand them. When heirs do become
decision-makers, it is usually upon the death of the elders.
Horizontal decision-making can help multiple generations commit to the guidance of family wealth. Estate and
succession planning professionals can help a family make
these decisions with an awareness of different communication styles. In-depth conversations are essential; good
estate planners recognize that silence does not necessarily
mean agreement.
You may plan to reduce these risks to family wealth (and
others) in collaboration with financial and legal professionals. It is never too early to begin.
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Why Do You Need a Will?

An Executor Checklist

It may not sound enticing, but creating a will puts power in your hands.

The steps you may need to take to fulfill a major responsibility.

Provided by Bruce Udell
According to the global analytics firm Gallup, only about
44% of Americans have created a will. This finding may
not surprise you. After all, no one wants to be reminded
of their mortality or dwell on what might happen upon
their death, so writing a last will and testament is seldom
prioritized on the to-do list of a Millennial or Gen Xer.
What may surprise you, though, is the statistic cited by
personal finance website The Balance: around 35% of
Americans aged 65 and older lack wills.1,2
A will is an instrument of power. By creating one, you
gain control over the distribution of your assets. If you
die without one, the state decides what becomes of your
property, with no regard to your priorities.
A will is a legal document by which an individual or a couple (known as “testator”) identifies their wishes regarding the distribution of their assets after death. A will can
typically be broken down into four parts:
*Executors: Most wills begin by naming an executor.
Executors are responsible for carrying out the wishes
outlined in a will. This involves assessing the value of the
estate, gathering the assets, paying inheritance tax and
other debts (if necessary), and distributing assets among
beneficiaries. It is recommended that you name an alternate executor in case your first choice is unable to fulfill
the obligation. Some families name multiple children
as co-executors, with the intention of thwarting sibling
discord, but this can introduce a logistical headache, as
all the executors must act unanimously.2,3
*Guardians: A will allows you to designate a guardian
for your minor children. The designated guardian you
appoint must be able to assume the responsibility. For
many people, this is the most important part of a will. If
you die without naming a guardian, the courts will decide
who takes care of your children.
*Gifts: This section enables you to identify people or
organizations to whom you wish to give gifts of money or
specific possessions, such as jewelry or a car. You can also
specify conditional gifts, such as a sum of money to a
young daughter, but only when she reaches a certain age.
*Estate: Your estate encompasses everything you own,
including real property, financial investments, cash, and
personal possessions. Once you have identified specific
gifts you would like to distribute, you can apportion the
rest of your estate in equal shares among your heirs,
or you can split it into percentages. For example, you
may decide to give 45% each to two children and the
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remaining 10% to your sibling.
A do-it-yourself will may be acceptable, but it may
not be advisable. The law does not require a will to be
drawn up by a professional, so you could create your own
will, with or without using a template. If you make a mistake, however, you will not be around to correct it. When
you draft a will, consider enlisting the help of a legal, tax,
or financial professional who could offer you additional
insight, especially if you have a large estate or a complex
family situation.
Remember, a will puts power in your hands. You
have worked hard to create a legacy for your loved ones.
You deserve to decide how that legacy is sustained.
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If you are an executor to an estate, you must carry out
your duties responsibly. Fulfilling these duties is not only a
measure of your ability, but a measure of your character. You
can approach these tasks methodically. In fact, it is probably
best if you do. Here are the common steps required of executors, before and after the death of a testator.
What should you do now, before having to assume the
role of executor? The most important thing you can do is to
communicate with him or her. Ask where the will and other
foundational estate planning documents are, so you can locate
them when the time comes. See if they want an elaborate
funeral, a simple service, or no service at all – and yes, ask
whether burial or cremation is preferred. Ask for the contact
info of the key financial, insurance, tax, and legal professionals
connected to the testator’s financial situation, plus contact info
for business partners, creative collaborators, and any relatives
you may not know well.
There is merit in compiling and confirming certain things.
Many married people choose to leave the bulk of their assets
to their spouse. To facilitate that, assets should be jointly titled
where appropriate. Is the testator okay with the named beneficiaries of their retirement plans and life insurance policies?
Who should receive this or that item of sentimental value?
(Make a list.) Ideally, an executor assumes their responsibilities
with an up-to-date list of all the testator’s assets and a sealed
document (prepared by the testator, to only be opened upon
death) containing logins and passwords for digital accounts, so
the executor can close them or claim balances belonging to the
estate.1
When the time comes, what steps need to be taken? The
first step is to determine whether you require assistance in
carrying out your executor duties. You may want it, particularly
if the deceased had notable tax or legal problems, significant
business or real estate investments, or disputes with intended
or potential heirs.
Does that mean hiring an attorney? Maybe, maybe not. Attorneys can be hired for a lump sum, an hourly fee, or a consulting
fee payable from the estate. They can take on all the work or
serve as consultants. (If someone challenges the legality of
the will, hiring an attorney is a must.) Did the deceased have
a simple estate? Then a lawyer’s advice may not be necessary.
Your questions might be adequately answered through a chat
with a probate court clerk. Or, you might find them online or in
a guidebook.2,3
Speaking of probate, the next step is figuring out the degree
of probate for the estate. Many assets do not require probate.
Assets with designated beneficiaries, jointly owned assets, assets held within trusts, and securities and bank accounts with
“payable on death” transfer forms are commonly exempt from
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the process.2
In most states, probate is necessary to legally validate a will
and close an estate. That means filing the will in probate court.
As you do that, you must ask the court to confirm you as executor, and you must also notify the actual and potential beneficiaries of the estate’s assets: the named beneficiaries as well
as immediate family members who could be in line to receive
assets should the probate court rule the will invalid. Next, you
must compile an inventory of all the assets of the deceased,
those subject to probate and not. (Non-probated assets, of
course, may be distributed well before the end of the probate
process.)2,3
Probate may go on for many months. During this time, you will
have more duties to carry out. You must manage assets on behalf of the estate. You must contact Social Security, Medicare,
and other state and federal government agencies, and perhaps
past employers.2
Payments must be made from the estate, too: tax payments,
mortgage payments, homeowners insurance premiums, and
utility bills related to a primary residence. Outstanding consumer debts have to be addressed, and state laws will tell you
how to notify any creditors who should be told of the testator’s
death. Typically, they have up to six months to file a claim for
collection of a debt; as executor, you make the call whether that
claim is valid or not.2
There will also be inflows to the estate, not just outflows –
setting up a bank account on behalf of the estate may be very
useful. It may come to hold dividends, royalties, rents, and
forms of work-related income.2
Finally, the executor oversees the distribution of assets per the
instructions in the will or other estate planning documents.
Once you follow through on that task, the last step is to ask the
probate court to formally settle the estate.2
It is no small responsibility to serve as an executor, especially for a complex estate. Prepare for the tasks ahead of
you, so that you may do them well.2
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An Estate Strategy for Your Digital Assets
What should you know? What should your executor know?
Provided by Bruce Udell
When you think about your estate, you may think
about your personal property, real estate, or
investments. You also have other, less-tangible
assets – and they deserve your attention as well.
Your digital assets should not disappear into
a void when you die. Nor should they be stolen
by thieves. You can direct that they be transferred,
preserved, or destroyed per your instructions.
Your digital assets may include information on
your phone and computer, content that you uploaded to Facebook, Instagram, or other websites,
your intellectual/creative stake in certain digital
property, and records stemming from online
communications. (That last category includes your
emails and text messages.)1
Think of it this way: each password-protected
account that you have signifies a digital asset.
You may feel that some of these accounts have
little value. A cybercriminal might disagree with
you. Security software provider McAfee estimates
that the average American has $55,000 worth of
digital assets.1
Estate strategies for digital assets require
an awareness of new laws. Almost all states
have now passed some version of the Revised
Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act
(RUFADAA), which defines a path for the future of
digital assets after their owner(s) pass away.2
RUFADAA sets a hierarchical structure for
digital asset transfer. First, if the service
provider has the equivalent of a beneficiary form
permitting the expedient transfer of the asset to
a designated party of the original asset owner’s
choice, that takes priority. If no such arrangement
exists, then the instructions for asset transfer
denoted in traditional estate documents must be
followed (assuming those documents are properly
written). Is none of that in place? Then the service
provider’s terms-of-service agreement (TOSA)
takes priority.2
By the way, if your service provider’s TOSA
defines your online account in terms of a non-
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transferable lifetime lease, its ownership cannot
be transferred to another person. As a result of
RUFDAA, however, you have the capability to
appoint a fiduciary to access, manage, or close
out an online account defined as a nontransferable lifetime lease. This power may be potentially
exercised if you are dead, or alternately, if you are
disabled or incapacitated to the point where you
cannot manage your account. You must legally
name this fiduciary and grant this individual such
legal power in a will, power of attorney, or trust
agreement, though – if you fail to do that, no such
authority can be given.2
What other steps should you take? Leave
a digital access map for your executor – your
accounts, your passwords. It need not be seen by
others until you pass away or are unable to maintain your digital profiles and accounts. It can be a
file stored on a flash drive or similar backup media
– and it can also exist on paper.
Check with social media and merchant websites
today to see what their policies are for transferring or maintaining digital assets when a user
passes away. See how reward points and credits
are transferred, and ask how any pending financial
transactions will be handled.
Lastly, is the executor of your estate something of a technophobe? If so, then think about
appointing a second executor just to handle your
digital assets. It may be worthwhile.
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